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c;.'C) To Be And Not To Be (Simul taneously) 
• I t, 

In this essay, the term "contradiction" shall mean any conjunc-

tion which says that something can both be and not be at one and the 

same time. For example, the proposition, "The table is simultaneous-

ly brown and not brown", is a contradiction. A contradiction is es-

sentially captured. then. by the symbolic phrase "p and not p". For 

the most part. this essay concerns jtself with one major question: 

Why is a contradiction considered to be necessarily false? In other 

words. why are contradictory propositions thought to be related in 

such a way that both cannot be true together and both cannot be false 

together? The latter parts of the essay concern propositions which 

are implicitly contradictory and related problems. 

Initially we might say that we accept the contradictior as false 

because we accept the law of contradiction as true. This law states 

that something cannot both be and not be at one and the same time. 

If the law is accepted as true, then, in order to remain consistent. 

we must accept contradictions as false. The law may appear very ac-

ceptable; it may seem completely jndubitable. But not to be hasty in 

our conclusions. we should first consider some arguments claiming to 

disprove the law. We shall now consider two of them. 

Another way of stating the law is that a thing cannot simultan-

eously have and have not a particular property. However, the first 

argument, as we shall see. succeeds in showing that an object can both 

be bigger than and not bigger than another object. Consider the fol-

lowing two objects: 
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B 
A 

,::r"':,~l of beIng bigger than A. ~vhen we consider the horiznnt'-il. d:-

:l€,s::ons, B clearly has the property of being not bigger tha:', l: .• 

SC, B has and has not a particular property: It is bigger ~har 

arrl ~ot bigger than A. Apparently, the law of contradictior! is 

n(l~ true; it appears that we indeed can have a true contr~d~cticn. 

()ne might jump to the defense of the law by objecti:-c -i-;hat 

~:i e tern:. "bigger" has been misused ; that "bigger" rE:fers to C'L!:'sa; 

th1:.S, u:1derstood as area, on] y one object eould be bigge:c' the.'"'· 

t,·: ocher; and, it could not also be not bigger. Suppose. ::>-;('u~h, 

t}::.,t!:he argument had used anothpr term; say. "1 onger" . :rhn'''' .......... 

V;l.S~l vIe cor~sider the horizontal dimensions I we could say that {~ 

". f. definitely longer than B; but vertically. A is clear12! [l(lt J C'r!-

;:c-: t1mn B. So A is longer than and not longer tha.n B. .!:'31~i; h-'1"e 

S('i.?()Yle may argue that if we are talking about how long S,)T",V'.i; g 

is, tl1en we must be talki~'1g about 1ength; and an oO,ject C::L'~ or:I.\' 

L(i'.~ O:1e length. Its other dimensions must be width, or depth. or 

h('·.ght, or whatever .... but not length again. The phrase "shorter 

than" might be introduced, but, again, there would no doubt arjse 

objections that shortness is technically only a vertical descrip-
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tion. 

For my own part, these objections do not really undermine 

what is sUbstantial to the argument. Are not the ob~ections real-

ly nothing more than semantical or grammatical quibbles? For on 

one hand we have someone using a term in such and such a way; and. 

on the other we have someone saying: "No. You can't do that," 

When such a problem arises, it is unlikely that any further pro-

gress can be made on the issue. In order to argue we must first 

have a comrr:on language----we must first agree on w~at certain terms 

meun. But the question of whether or not a word is being used cor-

rectly is highly difficult to answer. Such a realization explains 

the employrr:ent of word usage panels in the compi1.iation of ,:lodern 

dictionaries----we feel closer to being right with a majority bias 

rather thar a minority bias. But even if a majority of expprts 

proclaimed that the term was indeed properly used in the 

argument, ~e would still have those to which we could ~ot even 

present the argument until we somehow overcame the language barrier. 

Perhaps we need a different approach. 

Now tr:e question of whether or not the term "bigger" was used 

properly, would for our purposes become unimportant if we were able 

to show that. even if we do allow such a usage of the term, the ar-

gl.;lTlent is invalid. And it indeed can be shown that the "bisger 

tl:,H~ argument" is doubtlessly invalid. 

To begin with, we might be humored to know that one who is con-

vinced that the Jaw of contradiction has been refuted by the "b~gger 

tr,an ::l.rgument" might also be persuaded to bel leve that SO:'9 t,irds 

are Catholic. After all. it is true that all cardinals are b5rds 

9."d n.:~ so true that all card ir..als are ;;a thaI ic. Th is argument may 
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be ridiculous, but it does have important similarities with the 

"bigger than argument". No one would accept, under ordinary con

d5tions, that the premises are true unless it was established that 

two different types of cardinals are being talked about. Once that 

is established, the conclusion does not logically follow. Likewise, 

wi th the "bigger than argument", two different propt=rties are ac

tually being discussed. For the law to be proven false, one must 

show that c. thing car have a particular property and not have that 

same PEoper~ at one and the same time. True, B is bigger than A, 

but only if "bigger than" is taken to mean vertically bigger than. 

B is also not bigger than A. but only if we mean not horizontally 

bigger. So Bls being bigger than and not bigger than A cannot be 

represented by a tIp and not p" type statement since the "bigger than" 

in each instance represents a different property. The "bigger than 

argument" therefore fails to disprove the law of contradiction. 

The sE!cond argurr,ent against the Jaw of contradiction requires 

that we picture to ourselves a form of nothingness. It might be done 

like this: Form a mental picture in which there is a solid substance 

of some kind. The solid substance should fill the entire picture ex

cept at its very center at which there is a hole. There is nothing 

in this hole. Therefore, we shall refer to it as a hole of nothing 

(it is a form cf nottingness). This hole of nothing has existence. 

Why? Well, we are able to refer to it. How can reference be made 

unless an object of reference exists? Al.so, that which has spatial 

location must exist. Our hole of nothing has spatial location----it 

lies at the center of the solid substance we are imagining. But, 

there may be some hesitation at this point: How do we knoN that 

that which has spatial location must exist? If we are to answer 
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this question. we must first define existence. To avoid any suspi

cion and to be completely fair, we should choose the common meaning 

of the ter~ rather than some special definition chosen to make the 

answer come out one way or another. Existence. then, it is common-

ly said, means being. Now to deal with our question: We might first

ly observe that that which has spatial location must be somewh'2re. 

But the admission of being somewhere. within itself, admits bej~c. 

Thus, that which has spatial location must exist. Our hole of noth

ing. therefore. exists. But also, it does not exist because a hole 

of nothing is made up entirely of nothing; that is, if it is a hole 

of nothing, it must be made up entirely of nothing; and nothing is 

not somethi.ng; if we are g05ng to have an existence. then we must 

have something, not nothing. Upon joining our two conclusions, we 

have the following: A hole of nothing can simultaneously exist and 

not exist. This may be only one of the relatively few instances in 

which the law of contradiction fails (in a technical sense. there are 

an infinite number of failures of the law since we could give an in

finite number of shapes and sizes to a form of nothingness); never

theless. it seems that the law of contradiction should only be re

garded as being for the most part true and not universally true. 

One m~ght attempt to defend the law by pointing out that a hole 

of nothing has only been imagined to exist in a mental picture. I 

might picture in my mind a pink polka dotted elephant which I can re

fer to and perhaps spatially locate, but this is no proof that such 

an elephant actually exists. The argument has shown not p (that a 

hole of nothing does not exist); but, it has not shown ~ (that a hole 

of nothing does exist). Instead, ~ is only imagined to be the case. 

Not p has been shown, but 12 has not been shown; hence, a lip and not 

pOI type statement has not even been made. Jet alone shown to be true. 
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This defense, though. falls short of the mark. If I picture i t', 

my mind a pink polka dotted elephant, it is true that this does not 

necessitate the physjcal existence of such a beast. However, such 

a picture. in anyone's mind, does necessitate the mental existence 

of sucr.. a beast. If one pictures in his mind a hole of nothing, then 

that hole of nothing exists as a mental thing. The law of contradic-

t:on applies to all things----be they physical or mental. mherefore, 

if it is shown that a mental thing can simultaneously exjst a~d not 

e~lst, as has apparently been done. then the law of contrad etien 

w511 have been shown to be not true. 

3ut the "hole of nothing argument" does not disprove the la\'.' of 

co: tradiction because, for one thing. the argument is lO~~~~Llly in-

consistent with itself. A hole of nothing, the argument ad~its, js 

'ncAe up entirely of nothing and is therefore itself notr. i ;-.:·, nils 

_~_~ sOJ.nd reasoning. But on one hand the argument says t:-'at a h,_.le of 

:1C th ing. '""hic h is nothing, e xi sts. On the other hand, j t cJ a i rll:' that 

"f we are foing to have an existence then Vie must have somE:th1.::'-·; and 

7~(jth.ing is not something. But clearly, we cannot assume ti<~-,_t 1,1',at 

v-'rich exists must be something after we have just finished :3hc'.i:lE 

t:,;:;': .lothing, which js not something, also exists. 'T'hi.::: "'r:o'~~is-

t(o;-ICY (contradiction \ keeps the argument' s conclusion frol~. 31 i ·::ly 

~ -1 -. • t (' _.1_ ow J_ng. 

But do we have the right to declare an argument jnv(1.J ie' 1'E;C3.USe 

it fa~ls to stand up to the very principle which it puts j~to ql!eS-

The very principle which the argument attempts to destroy ends 

Ul' de stroyint:; the argument. Isn!t that like the defenda"Jt, :.lurcE'['ing 

tr.e prosecutor so that he cannot be prosecuted? Ferhaps v'he:' t};? 

1 r, 0 (' contradic t j on is on trial V·'e are inev i tably forced to assume 
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it "innocent until proven guilty": if we didn't, how else could we 

decide the validity of the trial itself? Nevertheless, even if we 

have shown the argument to be invalid in an unjust or unfair manner, 

there is still much more about the argument to be suspicious of. For 

instance, what grounds do we have for saying that nothing is some

where? How do we know that there is nothing anywhere? It is true 

that nothing is where things leave off; but do we know that things 

leave off anywhere? Can we say that between the proton and the elec

tron of a hydrogen atom there is nothing? The only grounds for such 

a statement would be that, thus far. we have not detected anything 

between this proton and this electron. But being unable to detect 

anything is hardly grounds for saying that there is nothing (unless 

by "nothing" one simply means that something cannot be detected---

but this is far from what must ultimately be meant by the term). 

With my own perceptual faculties, I cannot detect anything in the air 

around me: yet. using the proper methods of science, numerous gases 

----oxygen, carbon dioxcide, hydrogen .... etc.----could be discovered. 

So it seems reasonable to avoid the conclusion that there is nothing 

simply because it appears that there is nothing. If we have the ap

pearance of nothing, even under our most advanced methods of detec

tion, we must never say (in an absolute sense) that there is nothing. 

Modern science could hardly progress under such stagnating beliefs. 

Still another problem with the "hole of nothing argument" is that, 

if we imagine a hole of nothing, then that hole of nothing. since it 

is being i~agined, must be mental. But how can nothing be a mental 

thing? It makes no sense to say that we have a mental nothing. How 

would it be different from any other nothing? 

There are doubtlessly other problems with the "hole of nothing 



argument", but we need not set into them. vJe can bring this matter 

to an end with a most interesting observation: Even if the "hole of 

nothing argument" was completely sound, its conclusion would not dis

agree with the law of contradiction. Its conclusion says only that 

nothing (a hole of nothing) can simultaneously be and not be. This 

is no more than a restatement of the law of contradiction. 

Still, there may be other reasons for doubting the truth of the 

law. Let' E: consider two more argumen ts which mayor may not cast some 

doubts. The first argument asks us to consider the fact that the law 

is meant as a universal statement----it's meant to apply to all things. 

But if we are going to state a condition which is true for all things, 

hopefully we will have grounds for making such a statement. It would 

seem that if a unjversal statement is going to have any claim to be

ing well-grounded, it would have to be made by someone ~ho could sta

tion himself outside the universe in such a position that he could ob

serve all things. Since none of us have such a perspective, how can 

any of us speak with any authority about all thinGs? The law tbere

fore reducE!s to an assumption or theory. 

The second argument concerns the nature of ultimate reality. This 

is reality as it actually is----not necessarily the sum total of what 

we perceive and conceive. Because we are confined to perception (ac

quaintance by means of the five senses) and conception (mental ac

quaintance), we can never really be sure that we are experiencint; ul

timate reality. We are, so to speak. confined to view the world through 

a pair of sunglasses which have a color (they might be perfectly clear 

or even completely opaque) we are not sure of. To ask what the world 

is like apart from perception and conception of it is to ask the im

possible. And there are other problems which add to the confusion of 
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the reality puzzle: Dreams and hallucinations for example. During a 

dream or ha.llucination we beJieve that what we are experiencing has an 

external physical exis·tence. Afterwards I we most often pass off the 

experience as a product of the mind. The point to be made from all 

this is that the mere fact that we believe we are having perceptual 

experiences is not sufficient reason to believe that we actually are 

experiencing an external physical existence. With all this uncertain

ty, then , what right have vIe to think that we can say anything at all 

about the nature of ultimate reality? Can we say that the law of con

tradiction applies to ultimate reality? 

The first argument sugeests that we lack the ability to gather 

the evidence necessary to proclaim the law as being true. The second 

argument suggests that our means of becoming acquainted with things 

(our perceptual and conceptual faculties) may very well keep us from 

discovering evidence which would prove the law to be false. What is 

similar with both of these arguments is that, in one way or another, 

both suggest that we need a posteriori certification of the law. Nei

ther claims to be able to disprove the law, but both demand a posteri

ori evidence for proof of the law. But the sort of evidence these ar

guments call for will never be forthcoming. That is, we will never be 

able to examine all things to see whether or not the law holds true for 

each and everyone of them. Such a proof is impossible, but perhaps 

the next section will show that it is also unnecessary. 
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Part II 

Let us consider what seems to be solid proof that the law of 

contradiction must be true. The basis of this proof does not lie in 

examination of all reality (of course); instead. the proof shows that 

the la'll is true by definitior:. "All roses are plants" is an example 

of a proposition which is true by definition. It asserts no more 

than what is already eranted in the meaning of the term "roses", The 

law of contradiction states that if something has a property then it 

cannot sim~ltaneously not have that same property. Using some simple 

symbols, we could state the law as follows: 

If p, then not not p. 

But if something is not not the case, then it is the case. Therefore, 

the law of contradiction says the same as the law of identity: 

If p, then p. 

The law of identity says only that whatever is, is. It is undeniably 

true becau~;e it states no more than it already grants. Since we can 

define anything in terms of itself----a book is a book. a clock is a 

clock. an X is an X •.... etc.----we can say that the law of identity 

is true by definition. We have shown that the law of contradiction 

is only a rephrasal of the law of identity. And we have also shown 

that the law of identity is true by definition. Our conclusion can 

therefore be that the law of contradiction is definitionally true. 

Let's be sure that we are clear on this matter. We have analyzed 

the law of contradict jon and found it to be true because of the mean

ings or definitions of the terms used to express it. More precisely. 

we understand the term "not" to be a symbol of negation. Thus, when 

something is said to be "not not". we understand the negation itself 

to be negated. This is the way in which we understand the symbol ·'not". 

So. by the meaning of the term "not", we were able to see that p is 
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the same as not not p. hence reducing the law of co~tradiction (if p. 

then not not p) to trte law of identi ty (if p. then p). The law of 

identity we knew to be true by our implicit understanding of the de

finition of anything; that is, A is A, B is B. and so on. Thus were 

we able to conclude that the law of contradiction is definitionally 

true. 

Since the law is definitionally true, it follows that contradic

tions must be false. But couldn't we have argued that contradictions 

are defini~ionally false----thus avoiding all the previous problems 

with the law of contradiction? It may be thought that we could have 

argued for the definitional falsity of contradictions as follows: 

Firstly, we know that anything is the same as itself. Secondly. our 

understanding of the symbol "not" tells us that if J2 is true. not p 

must be false. Thirdly, we understand the conjunct "and" in such a 

way that i~" it combines a true statement and a false statement into 

a complex proposition. that complex must be false. In light of these 

three reasons, it is clear that a contradiction is definitionally 

false. But, if we argue in this direction, then it should come to 

our attention that the second reason (and perhaps also the third) pre

supposes the truth of the law of contradiction: To say that from the 

proposition lip is true" we can conclude tlnot p must be false" (reason 

number two). is to admit that the law of contradiction must be true. 

So, eventually we would have had to examine the law to decide whether 

it is true or false. 

But have we shown the law to be true beyond the shadows of any 

doubts? No. The problem is that the definitional basis for the law 

presupposes the truth of the law. The law serves as a basis for our 

reasoning; so, in arguing logically for the truth of the law, one ir:

evitably finds himself presupposing its truth. To understand how the 
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law serves as a bas i~; for our reason ing, we can ask ourselves this 

question: If we knew certain truths such as "A has the property f" 

and ":3 has the property g", what good could that information possibly 

be to us if we could not then exclude the possibilities that A does 

not have the property f and B does not have the property g? The law 

allov/s us to exclude such possibilities and this is v/hy \':e reason as 

we do. If upon knowinG X to be true Vle could not then know not X to 

be false, then we would be left with the hopeless condition of any 

proposition being able to be true. 

~ow we must answer the following question: How exactly ~as the 

truth of the law presupposed in the defini tional proof that 'v';e earlier 

gave to it? Well, the reason we know that A is the same as not not A 

is that we are able to exclude not not A from not ~. A Venn diafram 

may help us understand this: 

u U= the universe (the en
tire re{,:iofl v'j t.hin 
the rectar·,'I0.) 

The diagram shows that !l is 1.ocated within the circle: rot A, -"2 can 

therefore conclude, ~ust be represented by the shaded area beca~se the 

s·La.ded are2. covers everthinf: els~ in the u.riverse. But if"2 '''ant to 

f~nd out where not not A lies. then we look for everythj~w 1Y, the u-

n~verse other than net A. As illustrated by the diagram, thjD exclu-

s ~ un ShOVIS us that not not A is the same as A. 'l'h'2 fac t that we are 

able to make exclusions in this manner shows that the truth of the law 

is already an assumption. Any lQgj.cally £onsistent justification of 
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the law can only presuppose the truth of the law---·-makin£ it no jus

tification at all. 

Our question, then, is still at hand: Do we have a basis to say 

that the law is true? It seems to come down to this: We have no ev

idence against the law. None of us, through any of our five senses, 

have ever received any indication that something simultaneously has 

and has not a particular property. Also, none of us have ever imagined 

something having and having not a particular property at one and the 

same time. Hence, since none of us have ever perceived or conceived 

a violation of the law, we believe that the law must be true. Such 

grounds for contradictions being necessarily false may not be absolute, 

but a true contradiction is not even within our scope of comprehension. 

A definitional proof is only as stable as the definitions them

selves. Someone may argue that when we say that somethine is the case, 

we mean that that something cannot also not be the case; thus, when I 

say that I am sitting in my chair, I mean that I am not not sitting in 

my chair. This would mean that the law of contradiction is true by 

definition. But the problem with such a basis is that someone else 

comes along with different definitions which add up to a different con

clusion. L~Jho's dictating meaning? Where such fundamental matters are 

concerned, there is no clear cut "what we mean by such and such termi

nology". It rather boils down to what the individual who used the 

terms meant by them. The only safe approach is to abstract oneself 

from the linguistic problems and compare the idea itself to what we as 

individuals believe to be reality. As mentioned earlier, we will find 

no absolute with this approach since we will never be able to examine 

all things~ not only this, but how do we examine those things we are 

familiar with to see whether or not they also do not have the proper-
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ties that they do have? The pragmatic (practical'! solution is this: 

'dhy concern ourse1ves with \','hether or not a thin~~ also doesn' t have a 

property that we're sure it does have? If you did find out that the 

chair you'r~ sitting on was also not there, would you suddenly become 

unsupported and drop to the floor? So, for practical reasons, the re

maining parts of this essay will treat the contradiction as being false. 
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Part III 

There will always be obvious cases of contradictions. But some-

times we may have difficulty in deciding whether or not 'lI'e really have 

one. For example, someone might say that Susan is at the theatre. 

Someone else might say that Susan is at the gym. If one assertion is 

true, then the other ~ust be false since someone cannot be at two places 

at the same time.* However, if one assertion is false, the other as-

sertion is not necessarily true. It may be that both assertions are 

false since Susan may in fact be at the library. Contradictory asser-

tions cannot both be true together and cannot both be false together. 

Since both assertions may be false together we do not really have a 

contradiction. But implicitly we do. 

LoJe just finished saying that someone cannot be in two places at 

once. Surely, no thing can be in two places at once. If we accept 

this principle as true. then we must consider our assertions in a dif-

ferent light. The assertion that Susan is at the theatre (~) logically 

implies, so long as we accept the principle that something cannot be in 

two places at once, that Susan is not at the gym Cnot Y). But one as

sertion was that Susan is at the gym C~). In our example we had X and 

I. which we said were not contradictory. However. we also know that X 

logically implies not.-!.i from all this we can conclude Y and not Y, 

which is clearly a contradiction. So. in a certain sense we can say 

that assertions K and I are contradictory; they imply a contradiction. 

* 

This last example brings up a useful principle for deciding wheth-

If the -:erm "place" is defined as being any space of one cubic cen
timeter, then any person could occupy many places at once; I obvi
ously do not have this sort of meaning in mind. If the reader puts 
aside the question of "How big is a place?", he will gather my mean
ing from context. 
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er or not two assertions are contradictory. That principle is that 

something cannot be in two places at once. This principle is widely 

accepted as being true. Why? Perhaps because no one has ever per

ceived anything to be in two places simultaneously. I have, however, 

met people who claim to be able to imagine a thing to be in two places 

at once. One person, for example. claimed that he could imagine him

self to be in his car and in his house at one and the same time (his 

car was not also his house and his house was not also his car). Since 

we can ~ave no direct acquaintance with another person's imaginations. 

perhaps we cannot really make any judgement about this. But setting 

aside any doubts, let's assume that someone can imagine that something 

is in two places at once. Would such an imagination mean that an ob

ject can actually be in two places at once? \-.Je might return to an ear

lier mentioned argument that would not allow us to here deny the ne

cessity tha.t an imagined object must have a mental existence. I see 

no way to deny that if something is being imagined then that something 

must mentally exist. If someone imagines a thing being in two D]aces 

at once, then we have a mental thing existing in two places at once. 

'l'here may be some doubt, though, as to whether or not:le caL say 

that a mental existence has spatial location. We can point to ~here 

the table and the chair exist, but where does thought exist? After 

er:tertain1Tg several thoughts, can we say that one thouGht oecured to 

the left of, or underneath another? It is commonly said that thought 

exists within someone's head. It may be that modern science car show 

that a siEI)ificant relationship exists between the occurence of thought 

a~d electr~cal activity of the brain----which would lead many to be

lieve that thought i~ no mqre than electrical activity of the brain. 

If such is actually the case, then there may be nothing mental as we 

previously believed. but all existence would be entirely physical. For 
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my own part, I've yet to arrive at a satisfactory criteria for dis

tinguishinC the physical from the mental. But this subject is far too 

problematic to be her~ taken up jn any detail that would do it justice. 

Some solution to the problem must be forthcoming. it would seem, if ar

guments which call for a physical-mental distinctio~ are to be fully 

understood. There are arguments wi thin this essay which can. for such 

a distinction, but they cannot be fully discredited because of our in

abil i ty to draw clear boundaries. The phrase "mental things", used 

in several arguments within this essay, for example, is only meant to 

be understood as "thoughts" or "that which is a product of the mind" 

(or something similar). If our thoughts are proved to be physical, 

then so be it, for this will not really detract from the arguments 

which call for the existence of "mental things"; for their points thus 

far have been that at least something exists (call it physical or men

tal) which meets such and such conditions. 

But we should take a c).oser look at whether or not we want to al

low for the possibility of someone being able to imagine an object in 

two places at once. To begin with, we cannot deny that if a thing is 

at once in two different places, then the thing in one place must be 

the same as the thing in the other place. All properties that the thing 

in one place has, the thing in the other place must have also. If the 

thing in one place has the property of being blue, the thing in the 

other place, since it is the same thing, must also have the property 

of being blue. But here is where we run into problems. One thing has 

the property of being in one particular place (place X); the other thing 

does not have this property since it is in a different place (place Y). 

Therefore, it must not be the same thing which is in each place. It 

is impossible, then, for one thing to be in two places at once. 
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But there is a problem with this last areument. From the assum

tion of having one thing in two different places, it comes to talk a

bOli t "one thing" and .. the other thing" .- - --as if thEre were two things 

to be dealt with. If we allow this then we will have to admit that 

o~e must be the same as two. Surely, no one will say that one is the 

same as two. But it is this very truth which secures our principle; 

in order for o~e thing to be simultaneously in two different places, 

one would have to be the same as two. If what we have argued here is 

sound, then any statements which assert that something is simultaneous

ly in two places must be implicitly contradictory. 
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Part IV 

Let us now examine a contradiction which is actually claimed to 

be true by a goodly number of people. Many people hold that 1) a su

preme being exists who knows everything; and 2) all men have free will. 

Whether or not there are grounds for believing one or the other of these 

will be here beside the point. My point shall be that it is i~possible 

to believe that both of these propositions are true since they are im

plicitly contradictory. Someone may here suggest that it is possible 

for someone to psychologicalJy believe contradictory propositions to be 

true; but as we shall see. this really cannot be so. Firstly, let's 

make sure that we have a contradiction. 

It is commonly believed that this supreme being knows everythin~ 

i~ the sense that if he were to make an honest prediction of ary fu

ture. he wouJd never be wrong. In other words, any and every future 

event is known by this being. But also, any and every past and pres

ent occurence is also known by this being. The long and short of it 

is that there is nothing which this being does not know; he knows every-

3ut, if such is true. then it is also true that alJ events are 

predetermined; this reeans that there exists an established plan for the 

universe which cannot be changed by anyone----not even the being who 

knows the plan. Someone may suggest that perhaps an even greater be

ing may step in and alter the plan somehow. But. even if a greater 

being interferes, his interference must have already been known before

hand and hence must only be part of the great plan. With this strict 

deter~inisM. it follows that nothing whatsoever can operate indepen

dently of what is predetermined. We may think that we can choose to 

do what we want to do. but we really are only following a predetermined 

plan from which we simply cannot deviate. We obviously have a contra-
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diction. then, since on one hand it is said that we have free will 

and on the other it is implied that we do not. Or we could say that 

on one hand it is implied that everything is determined while on the 

other it is implied that everything is not determined. So we defin

itely have a contradiction. 

Is it possible to believe contradictory propositions to be true? 

Not really. Take some propos it lor,. say. "Ni ic hael is s itt i ng 1n the 

chair". If someone is going to believe this proposition to be true, 

he must first be able to understand it. If someone were to say to 

you. "True or false?: The square of green is soft", you would prob

ably respond by sayin~ that you cannot believe one way or another be

cause you don't understand what the proposition means. Now if some

one were to say that he believes Michael is sitting in the chair. then 

we would not expect him to say that he also believes that Michael is 

playing football outside. If someone did claim to believe both, then 

~e would have to assume that that person does not completely understand 

the propositions. We cannot say that such a person understands what 

the proposition "Michael is sitting in the chair" means, because if 

he did then he would realize that Michael could not also be outside 

playing football. So when someone says that they believe two proposi

tions to be true, and those propositions are contradjctory (even im

plicitly). we must conclude that that person must ~ot completely un

derstand those propositions. The person who claims to believe that 

"God knows everythinf~ and we are free to choose betvleen good and evil", 

does not really believe this to be true because he doesn't understand 

what this raeans. He thinks that he understands the propositions. but 

in fact he does not; for the propositions are contradictory, and to 

understand their meaning would necessitate understandiQg the contrCl:-
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diction involved. Such a person probably has certainty about some

thing ,§irnilar to what he says he believes, but he does not have cer

tainty about that which he says he believes. 


